Name of the Tool

Mindat

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://www.mindat.org/

Subject

Minerals - Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

Bilingual (English & Chinese)

Publisher

mindat.org and The Hudson Institute of Mineralogy

Brief History

Mindat.org has been running since October 2000. 10th October 2010 was the 10th
anniversary of the public launch of the mindat.org website. Although the mindat
project was started in late 1993, but it was announces as a website on October 10
2000 that I first announced the website to the world. The first announcement was
made on Usenet (which was the way things were done back in those days)
in the group sci.geo.mineralogy.

Scope and Coverage

It helps to build and share information about minerals, their properties and where
they are found. It covers information on different dealers with their featured
products. It is the marketing place to promote the mineral websites.

Kind of Information

Mindat manual gives information on its introduction, how to display, how to search,
how to see message boards, how to add localities, how to add photographs,
navigation, tools etc. It also gives information about its members.
Latest members’ articles are kept separately. Those articles include the name of
author, no. of views, last updation date, place to comment and full description.
The new discussion column is very important also. Different opinions of different
experts can be seen here including posting detail and photo.
Dealers’ news gives information on the featured products with the photographs. Each
of those dealers provides company information, website link and contact detail. One
example is shown below:

Mindat message board covers information on a variety of topics. There are several
types of forums which show the total no. of topics, total no. of posts and last updted
post in each forum.

Examples are shown below:

Generally, message board also provides information on following topics:

There is a page, where donation can be given through debit or credit card.
The sponsor page gives information on different types of minerals including its
color, formula, hardness, group, full name, other names, classification etc. An
example is shown below:

The mindat directory contains information on different categories with the respective
links and photos of home pages. Such as, Indian minerals gives the following result:

Both premium and other banner advertisers are given here with their links. In photo
gallery, the photos are given with their locations and date.
Mineral shows and events are displayed with the maps and information about the
venue, host and date. Such as :

Special Features
 Hyperlinks of elated websites are available. Those are weinrich minerals,
mineralogical research company etc.
 Visitors can search the mindat directory including advance search facility.
 RSS Feed can be seen.
 Minfind mobile app can be downloaded from this website.

Arrangement Pattern

Mindat news are displayed chronologically in descending order as shown below:

Names of minerals are arranged alphabetically as follows:
Almandine
Coesite
Dravite
Enstatite
Goethite

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

Mindat.org is an outreach project of the Hudson Institute of Mineralogy. It is now the
world's largest public database of mineral information with an army of worldwide
volunteers adding and verifying new information regularly. It helps to promote,
support, protect and expand the collection of mineral specimens and to further the
recognition of the scientific, economic and aesthetic value of minerals and collecting
mineral specimens.
 Webminerals ( http://www.webmineralshop.com/ )

6th March’ 2017.

